Discussion Summary

- Reviewed minutes from 12/02/14 UCCC meeting.
  - Correction: Denise Stone in attendance
- Review of recent full committee online votes
  - Discussion on POLS_685
- Engineering School Presentation on Proposed Sequences for Goal2_LO2 and Goal5_LO1
  - Background and Reason for proposal
  - Discussion of concerns and recommendations
- Reconsideration of ENGL_497 for Goal5_LO2 as an internship/experience
  - Tabled until January
- Additional information on Goal2_LO2 completions rates
- Update on listing of KU Med Core Courses
  - Discussion of adding KU Med Core on Lawrence KU Core web page with its own tab
- Added Agenda Item: Shadow Courses

Decisions and Action Items

- Unanimous approval of minutes from 12/02/14 UCCC meeting.
- Unanimous approval of courses receiving 69% UCCC approval.
  - Approved nominations:
    - WGSS_333 Goal1_LO1
    - BUS_201 Goal5_LO1
  - Approved petitions: Petition-39, 40, 41, 42
  - Not approved nominations: POLS_685

Attendance


Guests:
- Kyle Camarda
- Lorin Maletsky